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PRAYER BEFORE WORSHIP
O Almighty God,
who pourest out
on all who desire it
the spirit of grace
and of supplication:
Deliver us,
when we draw near to thee,
from coldness of heart
and wanderings of mind,
that with steadfast thoughts
and kindled affections
we may worship thee
in spirit
and in truth;
through Jesus Christ our Lord.
Amen.

THOMAS CRANMER’S CONTRIBUTION
Thomas Cranmer (1489-1556), the Archbishop of Canterbury primarily
responsible for creating the Book of Common Prayer, believed in
injecting every last ounce of emotion into Christian worship. Cranmer
wanted the worshiper to feel deeply the Gospel that the liturgy
unashamedly preached. It would have been the furthest thing from his
mind to conceive of a “dead” or “heartless” liturgy. But more than that, it
would have been hard for him to accept that congregations could
experience his liturgy as anything less than robustly emotional.
Cranmer took the received Latin liturgy and not only translated it into
English but sifted everything through the tight-meshed grid of Luther’s
justification by faith alone. He weeded out from the old prayers and
liturgical movements any notion that human effort contributed to God’s
favor and blessing through Jesus Christ and eliminated any sense of
earned grace, replacing it with grace as Divine Gift.
Cranmer, for the sake of emotional persuasion, wanted to concretize and
make sensible the abstractions that distanced the worshiper from the
liturgy.

THOMAS CRANMER’S CONTRIBUTION
The great 16th-century Reformer Erasmus (1466-1536) encouraged flowery
and sensory language as a way to pull on people’s emotional heartstrings,
and Cranmer did not shy away from these techniques. A common
humanist device was the use of couplets and triplets—evocative
descriptors—which by their sheer abundance would chip away at the walls
of the human heart. Modern literature rarely uses this device, opting for
greater simplicity.
Cranmer’s General Confession has this couplet: “we have ERRED AND
STRAYED.” In another place Cranmer revised a received prayer, altering the
language from “[grant that] our time may be peaceable” to “[grant that
we] may pass our time in REST AND QUIETNESS.” In his contrasting
“LIGHTEN our DARKNESS” evening collect Cranmer asks God to defend us
from “all PERILS and DANGERS of this night,” a synonymous couplet for
emphasis. He continued St.Augustine’s definition of a sacrament as "an
OUTWARD AND VISIBLE sign of an INWARD AND SPIRITUAL grace."
Cranmer’s imitators famously would beseech “the CREATOR and
PRESERVER. . .for all SORTS and CONDITIONS of men.”

THOMAS CRANMER’S CONTRIBUTION
Cranmer’s Book of Common Prayer is one of the great, abiding works of
English literature, what the historian Diarmaid MacCulloch (b.1951) calls:
one of a handful of texts to have decided the future of a world language.

Cranmer’s prose achieved permanence, and many of his phrases with
couplets became as famous as lines from Shakespeare or the King James
Bible. People who never read the Book of Common Prayer know the vows
the couple speak to each other in his Order for Marriage:
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD from this day forward, FOR BETTER FOR WORSE, FOR
RICHER FOR POORER, IN SICKNESS and IN HEALTH, TO LOVE and TO CHERISH,
till death us do part, according to God’s holy ordinance; and thereto I plight
thee my troth.

The words of Cranmer’s Order for Burial have become proverbial:
IN THE MIDST OF LIFE, WE ARE IN DEATH. . . .Thou knowest, Lord, the secrets
of our hearts; shut not thy merciful ears to our prayer; but spare us, Lord most
holy. . .EARTH TO EARTH, ASHES TO ASHES, DUST TO DUST; IN SURE and
CERTAIN hope of the Resurrection to eternal life, through our Lord Jesus Christ.

THOMAS CRANMER’S CONTRIBUTION
Cranmer’s
masterpiece
rivals
Shakespeare’s works in beauty and
influence. Perhaps the Book of Common
Prayer’s only rival is the King James
Version of the Holy Bible (1611). Like the
Bible, this Prayer Book was scattered far
and wide by empire, trade, and
Anglicanism. It was a Bible-based means
of proclaiming the timeless gospel in the
language of the people, created in an
effort to convert and teach a nation.
The Prayer Book’s lyrical and majestic
liturgical vernacular, its poetic prose, is
notable for its simplicity and directness.
British writer and Anglican lay
theologian C.S. Lewis (1898-1963) called
this quality “pithiness.”

THOMAS CRANMER’S CONTRIBUTION
The words of the Book of Common Prayer have gone deep into the
minds of many writers. The noted British novelist, documentary
filmmaker, television producer, and playwright James Runcie (b.1959)
claimed:
You don’t understand English literature without the Book of Common
Prayer, the Bible and Shakespeare.

Cranmer’s language endures in English literature and popular culture,
from Neville Chamberlain’s use of the phrase “Peace in our time,” on his
return from his ill-fated meeting with Hitler, to David Bowie’s song
“Ashes to Ashes.”
It is the source of phrases like “miserable sinners” and “the face of the
enemy” (from the prayer said by sailors before a fight at sea).
Shakespeare’s Sonnet 116 (“Let me not to the marriage of true
minds/Admit impediments”) clearly borrows from the Prayer Book’s
Order for Marriage.

Samuel Johnson (1709-84) told James Boswell (1740-95) that he knew of
“no good prayers but those in the Book of Common Prayer.”

THOMAS CRANMER’S CONTRIBUTION
Cranmer’s grand sonority often contains a characteristic triad
such as “all holy desires, all good counsels, and all just works.”
There is a rhythmic link between his fondness for triplets and
Jane Austen’s: Lady Catherine de Bourgh
sallied forth into the village to settle their differences,
silence their complaints,
and scold them into harmony and plenty.

Since its introduction in the mid-1500's the Book of Common
Prayer has exerted enormous influence on the religious and
literary lives of those who speak the English language.
The Book of Common Prayer has gone through many editions
and revisions, not only in England where it originated, but in
all the places where the various Churches of the Anglican
Communion are now active.
The authorized Rite I in the current American Book of
Common Prayer tries to continue Cranmer’s language.

HERE ARE CRANMERIAN-STYLE COUPLETS
AND TRIPLETS
FROM RITE I MORNING PRAYER
IN THE 1979 AMERICAN
BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER

FROM THE TRADITIONAL OPENING SENTENCES OF
SCRIPTURE

Let THE WORDS OF MY MOUTH,
and THE MEDITATION OF MY HEART,
be alway acceptable in thy sight, O Lord,
MY STRENGTH and MY REDEEMER. Psalm 19:14

O send out
THY LIGHT and THY TRUTH,
that they may lead me, and bring me
unto THY HOLY HILL, and to THY DWELLING. Psalm 43:3

Thus saith
THE HIGH and LOFTY ONE
who inhabiteth eternity, whose name is Holy,
"I dwell in THE HIGH and HOLY PLACE,
with him also that is of
A CONTRITE and HUMBLE SPIRIT,
TO REVIVE THE SPIRIT OF THE HUMBLE,
and TO REVIVE THE HEART
OF THE CONTRITE ONES." Isaiah 57:15

These beautiful Biblical passages are not written by Cranmer but taken from
Holy Scripture and thus echo his style.

FROM THE TRADITIONAL INVITATION
AND CONFESSION OF SIN
And so that we may prepare ourselves in
HEART and MIND [a couplet of similar ideas]
to worship him, let us kneel in silence, and with
PENITENT and OBEDIENT HEARTS [a couplet of similar ideas]
confess our sins, that we may obtain forgiveness by
his infinite GOODNESS and MERCY [a couplet of similar ideas]
ALMIGHTY and MOST MERCIFUL Father,
we have ERRED and STRAYED from thy ways [a couplet of similar ideas for
emphasis] like lost sheep, we have followed too much
the DEVICES and DESIRES of our own hearts [an alliterative couplet]
that we may hereafter live
a GODLY, RIGHTEOUS, and SOBER life [a triplet for elaboration]

The 1979 Prayer Book has omitted from Morning Prayer several
much revered couplets and triplets such as “we acknowledge and
bewail our manifold sins and wickedness,” “by thought, word, and
deed,” and “thy wrath and indignation.”

FROM THE TRADTIONAL ABSOLUTION
THE ALMIGHTY and MERCIFUL Lord
[a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]
grant you
ABSOLUTION and REMISSION
[a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]
of all your sins,
TRUE REPENTANCE,
AMENDMENT OF LIFE, [a couplet of similar
ideas for emphasis]
and the GRACE and CONSOLATION
[a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]
of his Holy Spirit.
Amen.

FROM ANTIPHONS WITH THE INVITATORY PSALM
OUR KING and SAVIOR [a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]
draweth nigh: O come, let us adore him.
The Lord is full of COMPASSION and MERCY
[a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]
O come, let us WORSHIP and FALL DOWN, and KNEEL
[a triplet for elaboration] before the Lord our Maker.
For he is the Lord our God, and we are
THE PEOPLE OF HIS PASTURE and THE SHEEP OF HIS HAND.
[a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]
neither with THE LEAVEN OF MALICE and WICKEDNESS,
[a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]
but with the unleavened bread of
SINCERITY and TRUTH.
[a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]

These devotional passages were not written by Cranmer but taken from Holy
Scripture and echo his style. The most common verse in the Psalter (and in the
Canticles) is a couplet, with an asterisk indicating the division. Cranmer used the
Great Bible translation which the 1979 BCP replaced with a new translation.

FROM THE BENEDICITE FOLLOWING A READING
O all ye works of the Lord, bless ye the Lord; *
PRAISE HIM and MAGNIFY HIM for ever.
[a synonymous couplet for emphasis]

O let the earth bless the Lord; *
O ye MOUNTAINS and HILLS,
[a couplet of similar terrain features]
bless ye the Lord;
Blessed art thou, O Lord God of our fathers; *
PRAISED and EXALTED
[a synonymous couplet for emphasis]
above all for ever.

The Benedicite, omnia opera Domini was
used in the morning office by the latter
part of the 4th century. It elaborates in
great and imaginative detail all that
should glorify the Creator.

FROM THE TRADITIONAL MAGNIFICAT
FOLLOWING A READING
He hath put down the mighty
from their seat,
and hath exalted
THE HUMBLE and MEEK.
[a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]

That we being delivered out
of the hand of our enemies
might serve him without fear,
In HOLINESS and RIGHTEOUSNESS
[a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]
before him, all the days of our life.

FROM THE TRADITIONAL LORD’S PRAYER
For thine is
THE KINGDOM, and THE POWER, and THE GLORY,
[a triplet for elaboration]
FOR EVER and EVER.
[a repetitious couplet for emphasis]

FROM THE TRADITIONAL SUFFRAGES
V. Lord, keep this nation under thy care;
R. And guide us in the way of JUSTICE and TRUTH.
[a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]

This suffrage (versicle and response) was not in the early Prayer Books.

FROM THE TRADITIONAL COLLECT FOR PEACE
O God, who art THE AUTHOR OF PEACE and LOVER OF CONCORD. . . .
[a synonymous couplet for emphasis]

Cranmer translated and adapted this prayer from the
Sarum Breviary and originally from the Gelasian Sacramentary.

FROM THE TRADITIONAL COLLECT
FOR GUIDANCE
O heavenly Father, in whom
WE LIVE and MOVE and HAVE OUR BEING: [a triplet for elaboration]
We humbly pray thee so to
GUIDE and GOVERN us [a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]
by thy Holy Spirit, that in all
the CARES and OCCUPATIONS of our life
[a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]
we may not forget thee, but may remember
that we are ever walking in thy sight;
through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

FROM PRAYERS FOR MISSION
ALMIGHTY and EVERLASTING GOD,
[a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]
by whose Spirit the whole body of thy faithful
people is GOVERNED and SANCTIFIED:
Receive OUR SUPPLICATIONS and PRAYERS
[a synonymous couplet for emphasis]
which we offer before thee for all members of thy
holy Church, that in their
VOCATION and MINISTRY
they may TRULY and GODLY serve thee;
through our LORD and SAVIOR
[a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]
So clothe us in thy Spirit that we,
reaching forth our hands in love,
may bring those who do not know thee
to the KNOWLEDGE and LOVE of thee;
for the honor of thy Name. Amen

FROM THE CLASSIC GENERAL THANKSGIVING
Almighty God, Father of all mercies, we thine unworthy servants
do give thee MOST HUMBLE and HEARTY thanks [an alliterative couplet]
for all thy GOODNESS and LOVING-KINDNESS
[a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]
TO US and TO ALL MEN. [a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]
We bless thee for our CREATION,
PRESERVATION,
and ALL THE BLESSINGS of this life; [a triplet for elaboration]
but above all for thine inestimable love
in the redemption of the world by our Lord Jesus Christ;
FOR THE MEANS OF GRACE,
and FOR THE HOPE OF GLORY.
by walking before thee in
HOLINESS and RIGHTEOUSNESS [a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]
all our days;

This beloved prayer was written in its present form by Bishop
Edwards Reynolds for the 1662 Book of Common Prayer and was
based upon a private prayer of Elizabeth I. It captures Cranmer’s
style beautifully.

FROM A PRAYER OF ST.CHRYSOSTOM
Fulfill now, O Lord,
THE DESIRES and PETITIONS
of thy servants
[a couplet of similar ideas
for emphasis]
as may be best for us;

Cranmer found this prayer in
the Greek Liturgy. It contains in
modern
translation
these
words:
Fulfill now, O Lord, the
petitions of Your servants as
may be of benefit to them

and refers in other places to
“carnal desires,” so Cranmer
completely
changed
the
meaning while keeping the
word.

HERE ARE CRANMERIAN-STYLE COUPLETS
AND TRIPLETS
FROM THE GREAT LITANY
IN THE 1979 AMERICAN
BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER

FROM THE CLASSIC GREAT LITANY
O HOLY, BLESSED, and GLORIOUS Trinity, one God [a triplet for elaboration]
By thine AGONY and BLOODY Sweat [a triplet for elaboration]
by thy CROSS and PASSION [a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]
by thy precious DEATH and BURIAL [a couplet of similar ideas]
to RULE and GOVERN thy holy Church Universal [a synonymous couplet]
SET IT FORTH, and SHOW IT [a synonymous couplet]
to HEAR and RECEIVE thy Word
to LOVE and FEAR thee
DO JUSTICE, and LOVE MERCY
give to all nations UNITY, PEACE, and CONCORD [a triplet for elaboration]
to GIVE and PRESERVE to our use the bountiful fruits of the earth
to SUPPORT, HELP, and COMFORT [a triplet for elaboration]
all who are in
DANGER, NECESSITY, and TRIBULATION [a triplet for elaboration]
all our SINS, NEGLIGENCES, and IGNORANCES [a triplet for elaboration]
ETERNAL LIFE and PEACE
our only MEDIATOR and ADVOCATE [a triplet for elaboration]

The long and lovely Litany was the first authorized English language rite
Cranmer prepared. It was first published in 1544. The 1979 BCP titled it “The
Great Litany” to distinguish it from other litanies in the BCP. Such
intercessions were used as early as the 5th century in Rome.

HERE ARE CRANMERIAN-STYLE COUPLETS
AND TRIPLETS
FROM THE RITE I PENITENTIAL ORDER
AND HOLY EUCHARIST
IN THE 1979 AMERICAN
BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER

FROM THE RITE I PENITENTIAL ORDER
FIRST and GREAT commandment

THE LAW and THE PROPHETS
FORGIVE OUR SINS, and CLEANSE US FROM ALL UNRIGHTEOUSNESS.
OBTAIN MERCY, and FIND GRACE
in THOUGHT, WORD, and DEED [a triplet for elaboration]
WE ARE TRULY SORRY and WE HUMBLY REPENT.
HAVE MERCY ON US and FORGIVE US
we have ERRED and STRAYED from thy ways

DEVICES and DESIRES of our own hearts [an alliterative couplet]
live A GODLY, RIGHTEOUS, and SOBER LIFE [a triplet for elaboration]
ALMIGHTY and MERCIFUL Lord

ABSOLUTION and REMISSION of all your sins [a couplet of similar ideas]
GRACE and CONSOLATION of his Holy Spirit

FROM THE RITE I HOLY EUCHARIST
From the Summary of the Law
WITH ALL THY HEART, and WITH ALL THY SOUL, and WITH ALL THY MIND
FIRST and GREAT commandment.
From the Trisagion

HOLY and MIGHTY
From the Nicene Creed
SEEN and UNSEEN [a contrasting couplet]
he is WORSHIPED and GLORIFIED [a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]
VISIBLE and INVISIBLE [a contrasting couplet]
From the Prayers of the People
ALMIGHTY and EVERLIVING God
PRAYERS, and SUPPLICATIONS [a synonymous couplet for emphasis]
the spirit of TRUTH, UNITY, and CONCORD [a triplet for elaboration]
thy TRUE and LIVELY Word,
RIGHTLY and DULY administer thy holy Sacraments.
HEAR and RECEIVE thy holy Word
WISE DECISIONS and RIGHT ACTIONS
for the WELFARE and PEACE of the world
to COMFORT and SUCCOR
in thy FAITH and FEAR [an alliterative couplet]

FROM THE RITE I HOLY EUCHARIST
From the Invitation, Confession of Sin, and Absolution
in LOVE and CHARITY with your neighbors [a synonymous couplet]
ACKNOWLEDGE and BEWAIL
our manifold SINS and WICKEDNESS [a synonymous couplet]
by THOUGHT, WORD, and DEED [a triplet for elaboration]
thy WRATH and INDIGNATION against us.
SERVE and PLEASE thee
in THOUGHT, WORD, and DEED [a triplet for elaboration]
WE ARE TRULY SORRY and WE HUMBLY REPENT
HAVE MERCY ON US and FORGIVE US
HEARTY REPENTANCE and TRUE FAITH
TRAVAIL and ARE HEAVY LADEN
From Eucharistic Prayer I
It is MEET and RIGHT so to do. [a synonymous couplet for emphasis]
VERY MEET, RIGHT, and OUR BOUNDEN DUTY [a triplet for elaboration]
AT ALL TIMES, and IN ALL PLACES
we LAUD and MAGNIFY thy glorious Name [a synonymous couplet]
a FULL, PERFECT, and SUFFICIENT [a triplet for elaboration]
SACRIFICE, OBLATION, and SATISFACTION [a triplet for elaboration]
did INSTITUTE, and in his holy Gospel COMMAND us to continue
his precious DEATH and SACRIFICE [a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]

FROM THE RITE I HOLY EUCHARIST
From Eucharistic Prayer I
do CELEBRATE and MAKE here before thy divine Majesty
DEATH and PASSION [a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]
BODY and BLOOD [an alliterative couplet]
OFFER and PRESENT unto thee
a REASONABLE, HOLY, and LIVING sacrifice [a triplet for elaboration]
THY GRACE and HEAVENLY BENEDICTION
our BOUNDEN DUTY and SERVICE
do CELEBRATE and MAKE here before thy divine Majesty
DEATH and PASSION [a couplet of similar ideas for emphasis]
BODY and BLOOD [an alliterative couplet]
OFFER and PRESENT unto thee
a REASONABLE, HOLY, and LIVING sacrifice [a triplet for elaboration]
THY GRACE and HEAVENLY BENEDICTION
our BOUNDEN DUTY and SERVICE
From the Lord’s Prayer
THE KINGDOM, and THE POWER, and THE GLORY,
for EVER and EVER. Amen.

FROM THE RITE I HOLY EUCHARIST
From the Words of Administration
thy BODY and SOUL
From the Prayer after Communion
ALMIGHTY and EVERLIVING God
thy Favor And Goodness
From the Blessing
keep your HEARTS and MINDS
in the KNOWLEDGE and LOVE
From the Dismissal
to LOVE and SERVE

HERE ARE CRANMERIAN-STYLE COUPLETS
AND TRIPLETS
FROM THE TRADITIONAL COLLECTS
OF THE DAY
IN THE 1979 AMERICAN
BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER

FROM CRANMER’S TRADITIONAL COLLECTS
The traditional collects, notable for their grace, simplistic grandeur, idioms,
imagery, repetitions, contrasting reversals, general rhythms and lyric poetic
cadence, were mainly of Cranmer's original composition. They are replete with
his characteristic couplets and triplets.
First Sunday of Advent
cast away the works of darkness, and put upon us the armor of light
the quick and the dead
Second Sunday of Advent
the prophets to preach repentance and prepare the way
heed their warnings and forsake our sins
Third Sunday of Advent
speedily help and deliver us
honor and glory
Second Sunday after the Epiphany
thy Word and Sacraments
Fourth Sunday after the Epiphany
Almighty and everlasting God
heaven and earth
Sixth Sunday after the Epiphany
in will and deed
Eighth Sunday after the Epiphany
faithless fears and worldly anxieties

FROM CRANMER’S TRADITIONAL COLLECTS
Ash Wednesday
Almighty and everlasting God
Create and make in us new and contrite hearts
worthily lamenting our sins and acknowledging our wretchedness
perfect remission and forgiveness
Second Sunday in Lent
penitent hearts and steadfast faith
to embrace and hold fast
Third Sunday in Lent
assault and hurt the soul
Fifth Sunday in Lent
love the thing which thou commandest,
and desire that which thou dost promise
Monday in Holy Week
the way of life and peace
Tuesday in Holy Week
gladly suffer shame and loss
Wednesday in Holy Week
gave his back to the smiters and hid not his face from shame
Maundy Thursday
his Body and Blood

FROM CRANMER’S TRADITIONAL COLLECTS
Good Friday
contented to be betrayed, and given into the hands of sinners,
and to suffer death upon the cross
Easter Day
both in body and mind,
may worship thee in sincerity and truth
Tuesday in Easter Week
destroy death and brought life and immortality to light
may abide in his presence and rejoice in the hope of eternal glory
Friday in Easter Week
leaven of malice and wickedness
in pureness of living and truth
Saturday in Easter Week
dominion of sin and death
Fifth Sunday of Easter
the way, the truth, and the life
Sixth Sunday of Easter
loving thee in all things and above all things
Ascension Day
in heart and mind
thither ascend, and with him continually dwell

FROM CRANMER’S TRADITIONAL COLLECTS
The Day of Pentecost: Whitsunday
every race and nation
Trinity Sunday
steadfast in this faith and worship
Proper 3
joyfully serve thee in confidence and serenity
Proper 8
the foundation of the apostles and prophets
Proper 10
both perceive and know
Proper 12
Increase and multiply upon us
our ruler and guide
Proper 13
cleanse and defend thy Church
Proper 14
to think and do
Proper 17
Lord of all power and might,
who art the author and giver of all good things

FROM CRANMER’S TRADITIONAL COLLECTS
Proper 19
direct and rule our hearts
Proper 21
showing mercy and pity
Proper 22
the merits and mediation of Jesus Christ
Proper 23
always precede and follow us
Proper 25
the increase of faith, hope, and charity
Proper 27
make us the children of God and heirs of eternal life
with power and great glory
in his eternal and glorious kingdom
Proper 28
read, mark, learn, and inwardly digest them;
that, by patience and comfort
Proper 29
the King of kings and Lord of lords
divided and enslaved by sin

Thomas Cranmer,
c.1560.
It was said that his beard
signified his mourning
of the king’s death.
Reformers often grew beards
to mark their rejection
of the old Church.

Shield of Thomas Cranmer,
Archbishop of Canterbury.
The original canting arms
of the Cranmer family
were argent a chevron
between three cranes azure.
However Thomas Cramer
changed the birds to pelicans.
The stained glass dates
to c.1535.

Cranmer’s
new arms
granted c.1544
by Henry VIII
to ”On
a chevron
That those
birds
should signify unto him, that he ought to be ready, as the pelican is, to shed his
between three pelicans
blood for his young ones, brought up in the faith of Christ
vulning themselves
three cinquefoils”

The three pelicans
piercing their breasts
to shed blood
is based on an old belief
that pelicans feed their young
with their own blood.
That those birds should signify unto him, that he ought to be ready, as the pelican is, to shed his
Cranmer used
blood for his young ones, brought up in the faith of Christ
these pelicans
On his bishopric arms
in order
to reflect his
Protestant emphasis
on atonement
by the blood
of Christ alone.

COLLECT FOR THE FEAST OF
THOMAS CRANMER, ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY,
16 October
Merciful God,
who through the work of Thomas Cranmer
didst renew the worship of thy Church
by restoring the language of the people,
and through whose death
didst reveal thy power in human weakness:
Grant that by thy grace
we may always worship thee
in spirit and in truth;
through Jesus Christ,
our only Mediator and Advocate,
who liveth and reigneth with thee
and the Holy Spirit,
one God,
for ever and ever. Amen.

